
3_Younggi Seo_between
(prints on board, corrosive bronze-like figure, text, dimen-
sion variable, 2017)

This work is a result of awkwardness and obsession. The 
artist was eager to find a new method of working, so applied 
for the research residency and was selected. He continued 
his research from where he usually worked, which is paint-
ing, yet struggled for the newness of the methodology and 
broadness of the theme. Later he decided to narrow down 
and tried to find a meaning and reinterpretation with images 
collected, but did not find a satisfying result. Thinking and 
standing between an individual and society, a painter and 
archivist, an artist and employee, a work, job, and hobby, the 
result is shown at the exhibition.

1_Jongkwan Paik_Duty Module
(single channel, 8min 8sec, 2017)

A lamp blinks quickly with the given data, and the collective 
sets are as well quickly changing their shapes to create 
attractive texts and images. As busy they are, the messages 
are empty. Someone in vertigo would violate the condition of 
existence in its DUTY, the systemized speed and distance, 
and find the emptiness in functions of phantom and afterim-
age. When the pixel data reach to the last lamp of the last 
module, the light city is completed…. and gone.

2_Soohyun Hwang_ I want to cry but I’m not sad – 
solo version
(performance, 30min, 2017)

With the question of ‘how emotion works for the audience in 
performing arts,’ the artist researches the act of ‘crying’ as a 
physical response, not as an emotional one. In performing 
arts, the emotion of a performer is delivered to be excluded 
intentionally or to be exaggerated that it is often denied by 
the audience. If such, why do we feel uncomfortable to see 
others’ emotions? Why are we afraid of showing our emo-
tions in a public space? Are there any emotional expressions 
that can be accepted? The auditive approach to the act of 
‘crying’ is researched in this work. 
The act of ‘crying,’ recognized as a personal emotion, 
becomes an interpretable result, especially how the specific 
emotion is operated and formatted in performing arts. 

The work started as a solo in 2015 as a question of crying, 
evolved with 7 performers and groups in 2016, and here has 
come back as a solo in 2017. This is a practical act of asking 
deeper questions and minimizing errors about the principle 
of inner causes rather than outer causes. 

 Conceptualized, choreographed, and performed 
 by Soonhyun Hwang

 Sound designed
 by Haram Choi

4_Julian Matta, Valeria Vargas_REVOQUE
(installation, dimension variable, 2017)

The old lady dreams that she is writing a poem. Describes a 
city.
 
Sajik-dong, Nam, Gwangju   /   May 2017
Walking through those streets that come down from the 
park, full of shops, houses and billboards in RUINS, a 
woman star walking beside us repeating words that we do 
not understand. Then she points to the huge white block of 
NEW buildings. 
Her dream is a remembrance.
 

"I will break the back of this long, midwinter night, 
Folding it double, cold beneath my spring quilt, 

That I may draw out the night, should my love return."
Hwang Chin-I (1506-1544)

 
Spring, summer, autumn and the mountain; A celebration; a 
photography; a perfume.
(Search for details; ordinary things; “kori” things. small 
gestures)
 
The old lady dreams that she is a girl who writes a poem 
about scary stories of tigers in Mudeungsan mountain.
A serene monstrosity. Confused uncomfortable dreams.
 
Daein-dong, Dong, Gwangju   /  June 2017
Two cats chasing each other through hidden narrow passage-
ways between dividing walls of buildings full of cables, pipes, 
grasses bursting from below the cement and plastic bags 
carried by the wind. They arrive to a wasteland (kingdom of 
weeds and debris). A place where noisy downtown songs and 
outrageous led signs are just faint flashes that resonate 
weakly. A place that was left in the middle, forgotten during 
a hasty construction. We have reached the land of the 
morning calm.
“… Something grotesque about those cats.”
 
The old lady writes about the day they moved her. Each 
building closed its doors; in an instant everything stopped.
 
Daein-dong, Dong, Gwangju   /  May 2017
Sacrifice the usual schedules, failed attempts to deceive the 
body. Insomnia becomes drift.
Drifting: Walk through the city that is in the shadow of 
another city. 
A sense of imminent danger accompanies us everywhere. A 
serene monstrosity.
 
[ The challenge of doing poetry in this hellish world.]
 
When she wakes up nobody believes when she says she has 
been in Korea.
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